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Selected partnerships and offerings to start your AI endeavor
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'Uncovering AI in Finland' in Brief
This should be done both on a strategic and operative 
level, without forgetting the need for essentially 
required change management to support the adoption 
of data driven business leadership. In sections II and III 
of this study, we have shared some best examples of 
concrete tools organizations can equip themselves with 
for their current and future AI endeavors. In short, the 
four key takeaways are:

1.  Think big, start small – but start now
2. Data first, science second
3. Get your people involved
4. Communicate and collaborate

As a nation we have an urgent need to join forces to 
ensure our competitiveness in the world of tomorrow. 
To succeed in the upcoming AI transformation, we 
should create a common ground for a national 
ecosystem of AI innovation across public and private 
sectors and even more rigorously aim our efforts to 
bridge the gap between academia and businesses. 
There are already exemplary organizations, such as the 
city of Espoo, with thoughtful concepts guiding us 
towards this pathway.

Finally, learning to know the ‘unknown unknowns’ is the 
most vital takeaway for every organization’s AI survival 
kit. One should remember that the automobile wasn’t a 
result of continuous improvement of a horse and the 
electric light was not invented by continuously 
improving the technology behind a candle. The world 
of tomorrow will surely be very different to the world 
today. We believe the future will hold seamless 
symbiosis between biological and artificial intelligences.

¹ Strategy&, 2018. Global industry 4.0 study. 
² PwC and Microsoft, 2017. How Finland is embracing digital transformation – Digital challenges and successes showcased.

About this annex
Artificial intelligence is expected to become the emerging technology with biggest business impact over the 
near future². In our study ‘Uncovering the AI in Finland – 2018 Field Guide to AI’, we put together a synthesis 
of recent desktop studies and research on AI impact on economy. To make it more concrete, we explored 
how the 20 leading Finnish companies and organizations are embracing AI opportunities in practice to 
capture this potential. With in-depth interviews, we unveiled the state of our 'AI nation' for 2018. 

After the study conclusions, this annex introduces some of the key partners to consider for any AI journey in 
Finland. 

To sum up our findings, we can confidently state that 
Finnish businesses and organizations are currently living 
in an early experimentation phase in the new era of AI 
enabled economy. Basic awareness about business 
benefits AI can bring to organizations has initiated 
pilots and moved a number of applications into 
production. The readiness for making substantial 
financial investments into AI exploration is still relatively 
low, considering the overall technology, innovation and 
R&D spend within the companies in scope. AI initiatives 
are often spread throughout the organization with 
chances of success left on the shoulders of lone 
individuals in the organizations, and they may often 
lack a communication feedback loop to the highest 
level of the company. 

Given that the organizations invited to this study were 
selected as anticipated forerunners in AI, we are 
somewhat concerned about the common AI state of 
Finnish organizations. This intuition is supported by the 
fact published in a recent study¹, according to which 
80% of the Finnish industrial companies don’t even 
have a plan in place for reaping the benefits of AI. There 
are still numerous AI monetization opportunities for 
driving business growth and profitability that 
companies have not yet even recognized.

There are two no-regret moves for every organization, 
no matter commercial or non-profit, to make now:

• increase data literacy across all organizational levels, 
functions and businesses, and

• fix issues around data management.
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Microsoft Enterprise Services

better and faster decisions by leveraging the power of 
artificial intelligence machine learning.

How long does it take?
8-10 weeks (from initial scoping to delivery)

AI methodology 
• Business Discovery: Microsoft will conduct business 

discovery sessions to ideate with the customer on 
high-priority transformation scenarios for continued 
innovation. The workshop will explore business needs 
and Digital Ready for Analytics capabilities that can 
help the customer meet specific business challenges 
and opportunities to drive innovation.

• Proof of Value: With the Microsoft team, the customer 
will select a high-priority use case focused on their 
desired business outcomes and develop its proof of 
value demonstrated through a Book of Dreams, 
prototype, and/or pre-production pilot.

• Roadmap for Continued Innovation: Microsoft with 
present proof of value insights share the customer’s 
roadmap for continued innovation, and discuss next 
steps for a continuous cycle of innovation and 
transformation.

Microsoft Services includes a diverse group of 23.000 
technical architects, engineers, consultants, and 
support professionals who work across 191 countries. 
We use our expertise across the broad Microsoft 
portfolio to help business customers achieving most 
from their technology investments through strategy, 
planning, deployment, and support services.

Approach to AI: Driving for sustained innovation 
and data-driven culture
Microsoft’s Digital Ready for AI engagement helps 
customers envision and accelerate their digital 
transformations with data and artificial intelligence. The 
consultative approach focuses on partnering with 
customers to hone their transformational visions and 
turn them into realities. In this engagement, a Microsoft 
Digital Advisor, Data Scientist(s), Solution Architect, and 
Data & AI Subject Matter Expert(s) partner with the 
customer to strategize and ideate high-priority 
transformative use cases that address their specific 
business challenges. Microsoft works with the customer 
to develop a proof of value of a use case and create a 
roadmap for continued innovation. This engagement 
can help customers build capacity for sustained 
innovation and create a data-driven culture to make 

SPRINT 0 START SPRINT 1 SPRINT 2-4 SPRINT 5 CLOSE

Strategy Briefing / 
Envisioning Workshop

Digital Ready for Analytics Duration ~8-10 Weeks

Business  
Discovery

Develop Proof 
of Value

Roadmap for  
Continued  
Innovation

Microsoft Services follow this recommended path 
designed to get organizations moving towards 
achieving their goals quickly and cost effectively—we 
call it the Path to Value. It is an approach to personalize 
and accelerate your transformation journey using 
artificial intelligence, data, and machine learning. 

Multiple customer including a global elevator 
manufacturing company, a commercial aircraft engine 
manufacturer, and a major retailer accelerated their 
digital transformation by applying this approach and 
successfully took advantage of the power of AI, data, 
and cloud computing. 
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PwC Digital Services

AI methodology
PwC’s 5-step approach to AI starts from identifying AI 
opportunities and guides the customer with an easy to 
follow map towards instilling AI as inseparable part of 
the customer’s DNA. PwC’s agile co-creation approach 
will jumpstart your journey to become a futureproof 
AI-enabled business.

Evidence 
PwC has completed hundreds of innovation projects 
and AI pilots in the past 4+ years using cutting edge AI 
techniques. The team has a repository of 500+ AI use 
cases applicable to various industries and 50+ 
intellectual capital reports on AI. PwC also collaborates 
with various universities and partners to build out AI 
innovation projects.

PwC is the most valued professional services brand 
globally. PwC member firms form a global network that 
employs over 236,000 people worldwide. Accumulated 
annual revenues for the PwC network firms were 
US$37.7 billion in 2017.

AI approach: Learn how AI thinks and where it 
works best
PwC is a partner with a transparent, explainable and 
business strategy driven approach in reaping the full 
benefits from AI. PwC helps business executives and 
functional specialists understand the basics of data 
science and data visualization to learn how AI “thinks” 
and where it works best. The team, with a perfect mix of 
seasoned strategy, creative and technology 
professionals, is dedicated to help customers to come 
out as winner through the fourth industrial revolution.

How long does it take?
The duration of an AI ignition project is 4-6 weeks 
spanning from kick-off to presenting the 
transformation plan to leadership.

Demystify AI into concrete terms,  
prioritize key areas for applying AI 

based on strategic value and  
change readiness, select use cases

Identify technology and data 
requirements for every stage in 

development of AI solution

Empower the use of AI and support 
consistent use of AI techniques 

enterprise-wide and define 
governance for repeatability

Ascertain change in the  
workforce’s roles with applied AI 

Instill a data-driven culture that blends 
intuition and analytics insights with a 
focus on practical and actionable 
decisions across all levels

AI  
Ignition 
through	 
use	cases
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Louhia Analytics Oy
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Louhia Analytics Oy, established in 2009, is a consulting 
company with 12 people (and hiring) providing services 
in the areas of machine learning/AI, digitalization 
advisory (data strategies, digitalization roadmaps, 
technology evaluations and procurement advisory) and 
training services (e.g. basics of ML/AI, R, Python).

AI approach: Business case in the center
Since 2012 Louhia, has delivered about 40 machine 
learning projects for different industry sectors and use 
cases. Based on these projects Louhia has a very 
pragmatic, business driven and realistic approach for 
predictive analytics initiatives. Louhia’s machine 
learning projects are always staffed with a combination 
of a business consultant and data scientist. This 
combination ensures business case driven approach 
combined with good communication capabilities 
towards the customer in all levels (business and IT). 
Louhia has also developed its AI accelerator - AI Core, 
that is used to significantly speed up the model 
development work in the projects.

AI methodology
Louhia uses CRISP-DM methodology in its projects. The 
two first phases (business and data understanding) are 
compressed into a 4-hour AI Workshop that also has an 
educational viewpoint (basics of ML/AI with concrete 
demos). The deliverable of the workshop is a 
documented understanding of the customer’s possible 
business cases and the data availability (including data 
quality) for the modeling. Based on the workshop 
findings, Louhia can propose a suitable and realistic 
scope for the POC’s and pilots. Typically, Louhia’s 
projects start with an AI Workshop, followed by a POC/
Pilot and after that (if successful), planning the model 
deployment with the customer. Deployment can mean 
e.g. presenting the model results in a business 
intelligence tool, embedding the models into 
operational software or creating an analytical solution 
with a tailored user interface.

How long does it take? 
The AI workshop takes 4 hours, while the POC’s are 
typically scoped to 3-4 weeks. Time required for 
deployment varies depending on the scope (e.g. 
models in Azure ML environment vs. showing the 
model results in a BI tool).

Evidence
An industrial manufacturer with a significant after sales 
business wanted to improve its hit rate in the spare 
parts sales by understanding which factors of the 
proposals have the most impact on the sales.

Louhia used Regularized Linear Regression to 
understand the most important factors that have an 
impact on the proposal win rate. The factors included 
e.g. price, customer segment, warehousing and delivery 
options as well as product details. The findings, like 
customer specific price sensitivity points, were taken 
into use immediately by the top management of the 
company with significant monetary value. 
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Solita
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What is the case 
were are trying to 
solve or improve?
Design of how the 

different 
stakeholder will be 

noted.
Scope and KPI 

definition.

What are both 
internal and 

external data 
sources we can 

incorporate here?

Explorative 
analytics.

Validation of the 
assumptions. 

Discovery.
Preprocessing the 
data. E.g. cleaning 

of the data and 
imputation of the 

missing data.

Modeling of the 
data. Whether it is 
about clustering of 

classification, in 
this step it is about 
building as robust 

outcome as 
possible.

Evaluation of the 
approaches. How 

well does the 
model work? Are 

the results 
satisfiable at this 

point?

Deployment of the 
analytics work in 

production in 
collaboration with 

architects and 
engineers.

Solita is a digital transformation company driven by 
data and human insight. Solita’s services range from 
strategic consulting to service design, digital 
development, data, AI & analytics and managed cloud 
services. The net sales of the company amount to EUR 
76 million in 2017.

Established in 1996, Solita employs 650 digital business 
specialists in Helsinki, Tampere, Oulu, Singapore, 
Stockholm and Tallinn.

AI approach: AI for business scales to demand
Solita will start AI project by studying the business 
opportunities and data related to the opportunity. 
Based on the finding Solita will understand how, when 
and why artificial intelligence (AI) can solve the 
problem. Solita is using modern cloud tools and agile 
development methods to develop a business-shaping 
AI that scales to demand. 

Key principles for customer to build a AI-based solution 
with a short-term payback on the investment: Proper 
business cases and right partner. 

AI methodology  
Solita employs a large team of data science experts that 
help customers to achieve remarkable business benefits 
with data.

BEGIN SMALL: Agility is the leading principle – usually 
an agile, iterative project model fits well with the 
explorative and experimental nature of applying 
science to business.

ITERATE: Prepare to rephrase and revalidate to get the 
best model and accuracy for scaling to production.

COOPERATE: Developing business worthy AI solutions 
requires a wide range of know-how from business 
domain, technology and analytics methods

How long does it take? 
The defining phase is 5 days (service designer and data 
science consultant map business processes through 
interviews and observation, and identify where AI can 
be applied). The execution phase expands to 2-10 weeks

Evidence
Solita’s AI solutions have e.g. 
• forecasted more accurately sales and individual client 

needs, 

• optimized store assortment and services wisely, 
• predicted traffic behavior
• implemented risk evaluation tools for professionals in 

health sector
• reduced customer churn, increased cross-sales and 

increased use of services and products
• real-time analytics: artificial intelligence is used to 

manage each customer event in all interaction channels

Steps how Solita implements AI approaches
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CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions

CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions (former Bigdatapump 
Oy) is a 100 persons’ black belt cloud analytics unit. The 
company’s cutting-edge data, business intelligence and 
Artificial Intelligence expertise enables them to solve 
the analytical challenges their clients face. The 
company’s solutions have been implemented 
successfully in over 100 client cases in Europe, North 
America, Asia and Middle East.

AI Approach: AI for business differentiation 
CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions builds strategic 
business differentiation for their customers with data, 
analytics and AI. The company helps their customers to:

1.  Find new ways to reach operational efficiencies with 
data, automation and AI

2. Transform from product business to service business 
utilizing AI

3. Monetize the data by building unique data services and 
enriching data services with analytics

4.  Build a flexible innovation platform that enables our 
customer to run 1000+ experiments yearly with partner 
ecosystem  

CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions have a team of 
PhD-level Data Scientists who can solve analytical 
challenges and develop products and services with AI. 

How much time does it take?
2 - 6 weeks Innovation and first use case live.

AI methodology
1.  Innovation, Data strategy, Proof: CGI Advanced 

Analytics Solutions helps their customers to innovate 
and pick strategic bets and quick wins with data and AI. 

2. Analytics & Data Platform Ramp up and Productization. 
CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions helps their customers 
to build and productize a strategic data and AI 
capability. 

3. Continuous Development. CGI Advanced Analytics 
Solutions’ data science operations service combined 
with modern cloud platform operations service drives 
their customers’ business case realization and AI and 
analytics to become a business differentiator.

Evidence
Large telecom client had a need to transform as an 
analytics driven company and drive a drastic change to 
5000+ employees’ daily work. The company needed to 
introduce new technology, competence and processes 
to enable a new experimenting culture. They had also 
need to transform key competences from “traditional 
business analysts” to “modern world data scientists”.

CGI Advanced Analytics Solutions helped the client to 
building a secure, scalable, experimenting-enabling 
core analytics platform that provides a Data Lab service 
for the customer. CGI also provided a transformational 
1-Year training program for more than 100 business 
analysts to obtain data science technical skills, tools 
training and experimenting culture best practices.

Strategy consultancy 
Proof of value

Analytics and  
platform ramp-up 

Minimum Viable Products (MVP)

Continuous 
development




